VII
BUGLE CALLS AND THE NEW FREEDOM
1917 - 1920
It was with enthusiasm that I began teaching in Simmons
College in March 1917. Although a number of my students
were older than I and some were disposed to view the new
professor with a critical gaze, I had no misgivings about my
ability to succeed. Perhaps now I should not be so sure of
myself.
The work was exacting. I recall that at the first chapel I
attended (the faculty then sat on the stage), Paul I. Odor led a
group in the balcony in a call, "New Prof., speech." I had known
Odor as a fellow student; he had missed several years while out
teaching and now was back finishing college. President Sandefer good naturedly complied with the unconventional reminder and called on me for a "word." It happened that I
thought of an anecdote that seemed to fit the situation
squarely. An old Negro, deeply religious but disposed to backslide, got into a serious difficulty from which there seemed to be
no way out. "Oh Lawd," he prayed, "come down here and help
yore servant right now. You come yoself, Lawd. Don't send yore
son, for this shore am a man's job."
A man's job indeed I had. In those times we taught five
classes that met daily, Tuesday through Saturday. There was
English history, United States history, and classes in government, sociology, and economics, twenty-five hours a week, each
class calling for a preparation. In studying for my classes, the
text books left by my predecessor, the late and lamented C. F.
Watts', gave me an idea that was little less than a life-saver.
With a pencil he noted on the page margins points that he
wished to emphasize, comments that he proposed to add, and
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citations for reference. It did not equal conventional notetaking, but with such a teaching program it was the only practical
approach that I found. The greater part of Prof. Watts' notes I
could not use, but I could add my own and I appropriated the
idea. Even so, with my paper grading (I paid an assistant to
help me) and a modicum of outside reading, my time was
exhausted. Paper grading had to be done on week-ends. For
some courses I had a good foundation, for others I had to make
all of my preparation immediately before class. In my college
teaching experience I have introduced or had to take over
perhaps a dozen different courses, and I would guess that in at
least half of them I was covering material that I had never gone
over in my own schooling. When I had no preparation, I just
worked harder.
As a beginning college teacher, I was lacking in many features and at times my work must have been crude; but high
interest in teaching carried me along and I wonder if I did not
do my best teaching in those years. A young teacher has an
approach to young people that he is likely to lose as the years
pass. I made some enduring friends among the students of this
period: Solon Featherston, John J. Keeter, Raymond Foy, and
Jake Sandefer, with whom I was destined to work when they
became trustees many years later; and Hiram Arrant, D. M.
Wiggins, W. T. Walton, and W. D. Bond, whom I would know as
fellow teachers in later years.
As I returned as a teacher, the even tenor of the college was
being broken by war clouds. I have often thought of Baylor's
Samuel Palmer Brooks, who about 1908 or 1909, lectured to us
on "Peace." He believed that a general war was unthinkable
and thought the money that the United States and other powers were putting into armaments was a lamentable error. I
recall that he said a battleship costs $20,000,000, which was
about the amount of the endowment of Harvard University at
that time. "Let's have fewer battleships and more universities
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like Harvard," he pleaded. The next time I heard S. P. Brooks
speak was in officers training camp, Fort Sheridan, Illinois, in
1918.
There was no great enthusiasm for war on the Simmons
campus; but when Congress acted in April, 1917, doubts were
cast aside and students and faculty alike resolved to support
the nation loyally in the contest ahead. A number of men
withdrew to enter service. On April 13, sixty men of the students and faculty organized the "Simmons Guard," and drilled
each morning. Our drillmaster was Lieutenant Alan McDavid,
destined to be killed soon by the explosion of a cannon while he
was in training in Texas. Robert M. Wagstaff, of the class of
1913, organized a company in Abilene that gave a good account
of itself. Many men were waiting for the opportunity to attend
officers training camp at Leon Springs, but before the representative taking applications for the camp reached our campus he was informed that there were no more vacancies. There
would be other camps for men and officers too.
When college opened in the fall of 1917, there were more
women than men on the campus; but there was a goodly
number of students and work proceeded in uneventful fashion.
Early in the term, Paul K. Keeton, who with his wife had been
in charge of Cowden Hall, resigned, and President Sandefer
called on Mrs. Richardson and me to assume that responsibility. We were not enthusiastic about the task but we complied
with the President's request. The assignment proved to be most
interesting and it was fortunate for us that we were permitted
to have such experience. Dormitory supervision brings a
teacher closer to students than any other work. Indeed, if he
wishes to feel the pulse of a college he must stay on the campus
and live with the students. No teacher ever knows everything
that is taking place about a college (fortunately). But in a
dormitory he will learn of most events sooner or later, and he
will know intimately a relatively large number of students. I
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had spent five years on the campus, four and one-half of them
in Cowden Hall and I felt very much at home there. Mrs.
Richardson had spent most of her college years in Anna Hall
and knew college students and college life exceedingly well.
Save for a few more scars, a few more boys, who were a little
more sophisticated perhaps, Cowden Hall was as I had left it in
1912.
We had excellent cooperation from most of the boys, had few
vexations, and few serious problems. There were times when
we had a sense of being helpful. Counseling was not talked of so
much then as now, but much of it was done. It was not uncommon for me or for the two of us to spend a considerable part of an
evening with a young man who had a problem or thought he
had one. Of course, there were times when we had to initiate a
conference and admonish a youth to overcome the frailties of
the flesh. Yes, there was hilarity and sometimes rowdiness in
the dormitory. The old wooden floors were sounding boards for
the thud of heavy heels and the corridors were veritable
megaphones for the calls of undergraduates. One famous quartette had been broken up. Horace (Hoss) Blackwell, Morgan
(Hans) Copeland, Rupert (Amos) Johnson, and Ray (Gus) Billups often reminded folks, in the dormitory and out, of their
comradeship and zeal. Their yell was still quite fitting:
Hoss, Hans! Amos! Gus!
What'n the world's the matter with us?
Nothin 'a-tall, Nothin' a-tall
Ke-ow-den Hall! Ke-ow-den Hall!
As the academic year 1917-18 grew old, the impact of the war
increased. Men left to volunteer or were taken by the draft, and
it was evident that soon the selective service act would be
extended downward to take in the eighteen-year-old group.
The Germans seemed to be invincible; their great spring offensive drove the Allies to desperation and the American people
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were told to prepare for two or more years of war. Men drilled
daily on the Simmons campus and believed that soon they
would be drilling in cantonments. Then the War Department
announced plans for the Student Army Training Corps, a program to take the Army to the colleges, beginning in September,
1918. Along with several hundred other institutions, Simmons
was called on to send a representative number of students and
teachers to a military training camp at Fort Sheridan, Illinois,
to serve as an organizing unit for the Student Army Training
Corps to be established in the fall.
It was a delightful aggregation of young men that I had the
privilege of accompanying to Fort Sheridan, near Chicago, in
July: W. T. Walton, E. O. Dunaway, J. D. Sandefer, Jr., Bernice
Trammel, Allister Goodnight, Maynard (Tut) Tabor, C. B.
Pruet, Victor D. Payne, Harry Hunter, John McWhorter, and
Ivan Stoker. Several of the students were commissioned. I took
the regular program of some two months duration, was commissioned, and then attended a special school for adjutants. I
was ordered back to Simmons.
Already on hand when I returned to Simmons was Luther R.
Hare, a West Pointer, who had fought in the Plains as a cavalry
captain under Crook and Custer and earned a brigadier's star
in the Philippine insurrection. He had been retired, but volunteered for re-assignment at the opening of the war. If I found
certain qualities missing in him as a commanding officer, he
must have found many limitations in me. But we got along. For
awhile we did not even have a secretary, and I had to peck out
letters as best as I could. I recall well the incident that gave me
an appreciation of his prestige. He had been brought back into
service as a major, and he thought he had earned a promotion.
"I am going to write March about that," he said. So I pecked out
a letter to General Peyton C. March, Chief of Staff, Washington, D. C. It never occurred to me that the letter would ever get
beyond the assistant to March's secretary. It seemed ridiculous
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that we should be writing the senior officer of the armed forces
of the nation. But in the course of a very few days there came a
reply from March, promising that he would do what he could to
help in the matter of rank, and adding in a most unmilitary
manner a personal note in long hand. Soon a lieutenant
colonel's commission came through to Hare. He had known
March since their West Point days, and West Pointers stick
together.
Notwithstanding his disposition to annoy President Sandefer with troublesome requests from time to time, it was
fortunate that the college had General Hare as commander of
its SATC Unit. He thought of the situation in terms of West
Point and regarded the authority of the college as supreme
except in matters purely military. That made it possible for the
men who were really interested to do a modicum of school work
along with their rigid military program. It appears that in
many units throughout the country these student soldiers were
neither good students nor good soldiers.
There were 167 men in the Simmons College SATC, 42 of
them being students in Abilene Christian College. Captain R.
B. Hanke of the officers staff and Bernice Trammel, who had
the course at Fort Sheridan, were in charge of the Abilene
Christian College segment of the unit. For barracks the army
took over the Girls Industrial Home and the girls moved to
Cowden Hall. Formal flag-raising, reveille, retreat and the
bark of drillmasters became a part of campus routine. Of all the
memories of war days at Fort Sheridan and on our own campus,
the most vivid to me are of the singing. No other poeple sing
like soldiers. There were the rollicking, frolicsome songs such
as "Ka-Ka-Ka-Ka-ty, Beautiful Katy," "Liza Jane," and "Pack
up your Troubles." They sang with glee Irving Berlin's "Oh,
How I Hate to Get Up in the Morning," and songs of the
opposite mood, like "Keep the Home Fires Burning," "There's a
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Long, Long Trail a Winding." Soldiers, like other people of that
day, never tired of George Cohan's "Over There."
It was not the intention of the War Department to place men
in the colleges and leave them. Officers and men alike expected
to moved into cantonments for brief periods and then be sent on
to overseas. Within a little more than a month we were being
called upon to send candidates to officers training school and
contingents for qamps. Then, on November 11, everything was
reversed by the Armistice. It was a day for rejoicing. The nation
had fought and had a major share in winning a titantic contest.
We had won a "war to make the world safe for democracy," a
war to end war for all time. On that cold November day, the
SATC corps marched to town at the head of a parade, there was
an impromptu program with music by the band, speeches
without measure, and cheering uninhibited. The troops were
dismissed for the day and college activities for the afternoon
were cancelled.
Thus far, discipline had not been a problem. But after the
armistice student officers almost lost control of their men, and
commissioned officers had to threaten some malefactors with
court martial and dishonorable discharge. It was gratifying,
therefore, when in about two weeks orders came to discharge
the men. They were all discharged before the Christmas holidays.
After World War I there was no GI Bill of Rights and a large
percentage of enlisted men found it necessary to withdraw
from school when their maintenance was no longer supplied
and their pay of thirty dollars a month was discontinued. It was
reported in the Brand that only thirty percent of them continued in school in the winter term.
Simmons men played a worthy part in World War I but none
attained renown. A substantial number were commissioned
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but no one reached high rank. On the service roll the only name
of a woman is that of Mildred Paxton, who served with the Red
Cross. World War I was the war that everybody seemed determined to forget. Relatively few veterans returned to college,
and those who did talked but little. Hence, nobody took the
trouble to make compilations of the service records of Simmons
men.
More than four hundred stars are on the Simmons service
flag of World War I, thirteen of them gold. On November 11, for
many years, the following names were read in chapel:
Chester A. Adams
O. A. Keele
Jack Blount
Reed Morris
Kenneth Burns
Frank Martin
Ennis Camp
Dennis Pumphrey
Robert Embry
Stephen Dupree Rainey
Aubrey Fisher
Clyde Shaw
Allister Goodnight
Bursar T. N. Carswell and the "Special" Class of 1920-21
secured from the War Department an obsolete cannon. It was
set on a foundation of stone and concrete and named Arizona
Bill, after Kenneth Burns, who bore that nickname in college.
The emplacement is called Fort Babe Shaw, in honor of Clyde
Shaw, a superb basketball player and a very popular man.
Both Burns and Shaw made heroic records. Burns (Arizona
Bill), with the Signal Corps, was killed in a hazardous undertaking for which he had volunteered. The details of Shaw's
death were brought out by Virgil Bradley, for some time serving in the office of the divisional commander at San Antonio.
Shaw was a team-mate and dear friend of Bradley's. Furthermore Shaw's mother yearned for some details as to how her son
met his death.
Using the prestige of his commanding officer, Bradley instituted inquiries and finally located three men who were with
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Shaw when he was killed. Just before his company was to go
over the top, Shaw volunteered to precede the main band and
cut barbed wire entanglements to make passage ways for the
men. While thus engaged a large fragment of enemy shrapnel
killed him instantly.
In the Bronco of 1921 we find an unsigned poem that is worth
repeating:
SONNET TO ARIZONA BILL
Old cannon, thing of iron and brass and wood,
Constructed thus to play a deadly part,
What passions must have torn the human heart!
What hate insensate raged where once you stood!
Yet now you stand in silence here to brood
On distant lands where over grassy plains,
Mixed with the alien soil, there yet remains
The dust of all the lost that freedom woo'd
Across the sea. Your work's complete, old gun.
No more you'll lift your voice in war's confusion;
So drowse here in the freedom you have won.
The Sword of Gideon seeks its sheathed seclusion.
Grim presence, ever point us to the dawn!
Thirteen lie dead; their comrades carry on.
At the beginning of the good year 1919 most Americans felt
that time had finished a chapter and turned to a new page.
Women were exuberant in this day of new freedom. Millions of
them had taken over the work of men in business and in
industry and would continue to vie with men for jobs; the war
had given them more freedom socially; they would soon be
voting; and more and more they were clamoring for equal
rights with men. This movement had its counterpart on college
campuses. This was the age of the flapper, with her hobbled
skirts, and her generous use of rouge. She was more sophisticated than her elder sister had been in her college days and
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would insist on more "campus privileges." In exaggerated
dress and senseless conduct, however, the young women had no
margin on the young men of that day, who engaged in treesitting and fish-swallowing. Simmons flappers were better
than the general run of young women of their times, and the
campus escaped the excesses of tree-sitting and fishswallowing on the part of the men. But we had our full share of
post-war hilarity.
With the opening of the winter term in January 1919, college
activities again were resumed, and students struck a pace
never known in the past. The literary societies took on new life.
The Clios and Popes gave a reception for everybody and the
Mary E. Simmons-Philo aggregation sent delegates to the
Philo-Phila convention at Plainview. The Oratorical and Debating Council made plans for the spring, the athletic program
was revived, and about every organization that the college had
ever known seemed to flourish like spring weeds. This was the
year that Royston Crane, destined to attain fame with such
strips as "Wash Tubbs," and "Buzz Sawyer," drew cartoons for
both the Brand and Bronco. One drawing especially timely
shows a senior in academic regalia, diploma in hand, sitting on
top of the world, fairly exuding aplomb. Every organization
seemed to be rushing to catch up and fill in what had been
missed. The Press Club had "an elaborate and rough initiation." That was the year that the Cut-throat, a surreptitious
sheet, made its appearance on April 1. From the college underworld came the report that Mary Cooper, editor, and John
McLaughlin, business manager of the Brand were responsible
for the sensational scandal sheet. McLaughlin, by the way, was
a preacher; but in this exploit the "sinner" crowd could claim
him.
That year the sophomores had a theatre party followed by
"an appetizing repast" at Johnson's Cafe, and in spite of the
interference of the freshmen the class had a reception. The
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juniors had a Monday-morning egg roast at the creek; and the
seniors had an egg roast and a few days later a moonlight
picnic. On Senior Day (February 22) some twenty members of
the class presented to the college two gifts: brick columns at the
entrance of the campus and a petrified tree. The tree still
stands in front of Abilene Hall. The columns were removed a
few years ago in the name of progress. That evening the class
had dinner at Johnson's and went to the Queen Theater to see
Pauline Frederick in "Out of the Shadow." Then eighteen or
nineteen of them piled in one car and serenaded the campus
with "The End of a Perfect Day."
Commencement in 1919, combined with homecoming, was
truly epochal. Truett Compere was president of the Simmons
College Ex-Students Association and put into the preparation
for the occasion a great measure of his energy and enthusiasm.
For special entertainment in lighter vein "Coontown Follies,"
a Negro minstrel, was produced by some seventy-five local
ex-students and their friends. This performance was given
three times, and a "Picture Gallery" gave former students
glimpses of other years. The graduation address was delivered
by Governor Charles H. Brough of Arkansas. The Paul Harris
Band, a professional aggregation from Dallas, provided music.
More than a thousand people ate barbecue that day; for hundreds of ex-students it was indeed a homecoming and a reunion. Forrest Weakley presided at the ex-students banquet at
the Grace Hotel that night. The hundred and more in attendance constituted only a small fraction of the clans that had
gathered for the barbecue and entertainment of the day and
the evening preceding.
By September 1919, the post-war boom in higher education
was well under way and the largest gathering of students and
guests the college had ever known assembled in (and around)
the chapel in Abilene Hall. The enrollment that year was
destined to reach 982, higher by nearly three hundred than
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that of the preceding year, and the largest student body that
the college would have before the academic year 1923-24. (The
financial panic of 1920 affected all colleges adversely.)
A Simmons College opening in those years was a novel
occasion, unlike any other sort of gathering that one might see
or imagine. Informality and enthusiasm marked every feature.
A short while before ten, students and friends began to gather,
and one by one the faculty sauntered in and took seats on the
stage. It might turn out that when the president and half a
score of special guests arrived some of the teachers would have
to give up their stage perches to make room for the guests. On
this particular day Styles R. Anderson led the audience in the
"Star Spangled Banner." (He often doubled as pianist and song
leader.) Dr. W. A. Nicholas, well known West Texas character
and patron and friend of the college, led the prayer; and Dr. J.
C. Burkett, Pastor of the University Baptist Church, read the
thirteenth chapter of First Corinthians. Then Gypsy Ted Sullivan, the new teacher of voice, favored the audience with a solo
and a little later Miss Florence Kirby, teacher of piano, played.
Mayor Dallas Scarborough welcomed everybody to Abilene;
and Superintendent R. D. Green spoke for Abilene High
School, stating that about half of his graduating class of 1919
was in the audience as students.
Pastors of local churches, Baptists and others, were introduced and each in turn gave a few words of welcome, and
invited students and faculty to worship with his flock. Then,
after introducing a dozen or more trustees or special friends on
the stage and in the audience, Prexy proceeded to introduce the
new teachers. Gypsy Ted Sullivan had been introduced already. Then followed the presentation of Ella Marie Ross of
Missouri, who would head the Art Department; Byrdie Townley, Bachelor of Oratory of last year's faculty who had spent the
summer at Columbia and was back for work; Lois Petty,
teacher of violin; H. G. Duncan, who would teach sociology;
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Howard Saunders of the Academy faculty; and Evan Barber,
assistant in English. The man who drew the greatest applause
was Roy Easterday, A.B., D.D.S., the new coach who had starred on the University of Pittsburg team. Yes, all of this took
about two hours. By the time the exercises were finished the
hot September sun was at its zenith, but nobody had left. There
had been too much fun.
That was the year Mrs. Richardson and I were chaperones of
the senior class, most of whom we knew well already, and who
became very dear to us. John McWhorter was president; C. B.
Pruet, vice president; and Jeanette Edins, secretary. Victor
Payne of that class was already president of the student council, and C. B. Pruet was treasurer. Soon there was a box party at
the Queen Theater, followed by refreshments at J. Sides, then
pecan gathering on the creek, a dinner party at the Grace, and
other features that came in turn. The outstanding social event
of the year was the banquet which the juniors gave the seniors
at the Grace Hotel in February. We had lots of fun together
that year.
It was in January 1920, that the college suffered its great
loss in the death of Dam-it, the college mascot. Brought from
the east side of town as a pup in 1916 by Gilbert (Gib) Sandefer,
Fritz, the pup, grew up with the class of 1920. How he got his
un-Baptistic name is still a matter of speculation. I used to
suggest that, since the name came about the time his tail went,
the name was in keeping with the thoughts that must have
welled up in his canine brain when he was deprived of that
appendage. The dog was a natural clown. He was taught to
retrieve sticks and rocks; then for good measure he began to
carry rocks around, the bigger the better it suited him. He
would attach himself to a certain student at certain times each
day, go with that student to class or chapel, and lay himself
down at the same spot consistently day after day. At times in
chapel or in class he would go to sleep, his jaws would relax, the
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rock would roll out with a clatter, he would awaken and leap for
the rock, and there would be still more commotion before he
had it firmly in his jaws again and had lain down. In class he
would sometimes utter a sort of yawn and groan that imitated
almost perfectly the exaggerated performance of a person advertising the fact that he was bored. Why did we put up with
such nonsense? one naturally asks. The fact is that everybody
was having so much fun out of the dog that any talk of suppressing or eliminating him would have created a veritable riot.
Dam-it just belonged. In any college crowd he had as much
liberty as a newspaper photographer. He went where he
pleased, did what he pleased, and was especially in evidence at
pep rallies and games, where his barking contributed to the
performance.
But in the third week of January 1920, the delightful mascot
was seized with pneumonia (there were no wonder drugs then)
and died in less than seventy-two hours. News of his death
spread over the campus as a blanket of sorrow. His fellow
classmen, the seniors, arranged for a funeral, freshmen uncomplainingly dug the grave (in the very center of the campus).
The band led the funeral party, playing an appropriate funeral
march, and the procession proceeded to the grave. The greater
part of the faculty and students were present. Four seniors
served as pall bearers. Class chaplain Ira Harrison delivered
the funeral oration, speaking from the text "Every Dog has his
Day." Telegrams of consolation were received from Dallas,
Austin, Fort Worth, and other places. The dog's death inspired
at least three poems that were published in the Brand. Typical
is this verse:
Dam-it, old dog, we bid you fond farewell.
We loved you much and you loved us, tis said.
We're sad that you no longer with us dwell;
We all say, fdam-it! Dam-it's dead.'
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The plain marble slab that marked the canine's grave was
roughly used by souvenir hunters and vandals. About 1950,
when nothing was left of it save a few fragments, Merle McCasland, an alumnus who had attended the mascot's funeral, paid
for the metallic plate that is now firmly fastened to the huge
limestone rock that is sunk flush with the earth.
In a worthy effort to replace the lamented all-college dog, the
senior class presented the college with "Twenty," a wellbred
young Dalmatian; but the student body took little interest in
the new dog. There could be no successor to Dam-it.
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